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1. Introduction

Gastrointestinal bleeding is among the most common causes of emergency admissions. Having high mortality rates, high diagnosis and treatment costs, this condition constitutes a clinical problem that requires a multidisciplinary approach. Extra-varicose bleeding of the upper gastrointestinal system has still been frequent and it usually stops spontaneously. However, recurrent bleeding is the most important cause of mortality and morbidity. (Erickson & Glick, 1986; Rivkin & Lyakhovetskiy, 2005; Pfau et al., 2004)

Any remarkable cause could not be demonstrated in approximately 4-9% of massive upper gastrointestinal hemorrhage. (Cotton et al., 1973; Palmer, 1969). Bleeding and anemia might be associated with gastrointestinal vascular malformations. Some epidemiological studies suggest that symptomatic vascular anomalies may be present in approximately 1/10000 individuals (Hodgson et al., 2001). Dieulafoy's lesion is a rarely found vascular malformation in symptomatic vascular anomalies group of disease. It is commonly located in the proximal aspect of the stomach. Dieulafoy's lesion constitutes 1% to 5.8% of nonvariceal bleeds and is more common in men than in women (2:1) (Garg, 2007). Pathogenesis is still unknown, but it is assumed that it might be a congenital lesion (Regula et al., 2008). The typical lesion is generally located in the submucosa and described as a large tortuous vessel and a small defect in the overlying mucosal surface (Ekci et al., 2010; Vats et al., 2006). (Fig 1 & 2 & 3).

In 1884, Gallard first described this lesion, but it was attributed to a French surgeon Dieulafoy in literature (Alva et al., 2006). This medical condition usually presents with a large tortuous arteriole in the stomach wall that erodes and bleeds. In addition, this lesion is generally located at the lesser curvature of the stomach within 6 to 10 cm of the esophagogastric junction (Stojakov et al., 2007). It consists of a single large tortuous arteriole that does not exert normal branching or has a branch 1-5 mm in diameter(Fig 2 & 3). This size is more than the normal diameter of mucosal capillaries. The most common location of the lesion is the body of stomach, followed by the cardia and the esophagus, but they have also been reported in the esophagus, small and large bowel (Ekci et al., 2010; Turan et al., 2008).

This condition is commonly seen in elderly males (Schmulewitz & Baillie, 2001; Stark et al, 1992). Large majority of patients having Dieulafoy’s lesion might present with comorbidity...
including cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, chronic renal failure and hypertension (Norton et al., 1999). However, in a study no association with concomitant disease was found (Veldhuyzen van Zanten et al, 1986).

Fig. 1. a- Dieulafoy’s lesion b: After heater probe application (Ekci et al., 2010)

Fig. 2. Large tortuous malformed vessels in the gastric submucosa (Reticulin stain; x100) (Ekci et al., 2010)
The location of the Dieulafoy's lesion usually influences the variety of symptoms. It may rupture spontaneously and lead to massive bleeding. Therefore, the most common clinical symptom is recurrent, often massive, haematemesis associated with melaena (Ekci et al., 2010). However, lesion may present with haematemesis alone, or melaena alone. When this lesion occurs in the duodenum and proximal jejunum, patients often present with symptoms similar with gastric lesions. However, lesions in middle or distal jejunum as well as right colon and rectum are associated with massive rectal bleeding (Boix et al., 1988; McClave et al., 1988). Nearly all patients with this lesion may have hemodynamic instability (Stark et al., 1992). In physical examination, hemodynamic instability and postural hypotension can be found. When gastrointestinal bleeding increases, hypotension and tachycardia become prominent. In such cases, transfusion for the initial resuscitation is usually necessary (Baettig et al., 1993; Reilly & Al-Kawas, 1991).

Occasionally, amyloid deposition may be found on the vessel wall (Rosai, 2004). In contrast, the histopathologic examination of large tortuous malformed vessels revealed no amyloid deposition in vessel walls (fig 2). The pathology in extragastric locations is essentially the same as that of the more common gastric lesion (Fig 3).

The standard treatment of Dieulafoy's lesion was surgical wedge resection in the past, but today the diagnosis of this lesion is made by endoscopy. Endoscopic methods should be the first choice of treatment in bleeding Dieulafoy's lesions (Yanar et al., 2007). In times when surgical resection was the choice of treatment, mortality and morbidity rates were high.
For the lesions located at colon, colonoscopy may be helpful in defining the source of bleeding (Barbier et al., 1985). Sometimes, multiple endoscopies may be necessary. Endoscopic evaluation reveals tiny ulcer, the protruding vessels, surrounding inflammatory reaction and occasionally a clot on this lesion. Since this lesion is small and the bleeding in stomach might interfere with the endoscopic visualization, the aspiration of intragastric blood and good air insufflation is necessary. If the visualization can not be enhanced with these interventions, endoscopy should be ended and restarted after the hemodynamic stabilization is achieved. Endoscopy is used for both diagnosis and treatment (Fig 1) Successful hemostasis has been reported with many different endoscopic techniques. Endoscopic hemoclip application, endoscopic band ligation, heater probe application, Nd:YAG, with or without epinephrine injection therapy have all been shown to be effective in various studies (Al-mushlab et al., 1999; Ekci et al., 2010). An experienced endoscopist and appropriate therapeutic instruments are essential to achieve a high success rate. Reilly et al. (Reilly & Al-Kawas, 1991) achieved permanent haemostasis in 85% of cases with endoscopic therapy. The authors concluded that of the remaining 15% in whom re-bleeding occurs, 10% can successfully be treated by repeat endoscopic therapy and 5% may ultimately require surgical intervention.

If endoscopic therapy fails, angiography with embolization or surgery is indicated (Alva et al., 2006; Garg, 2007; Reilly & Al-Kawas, 1991; Regula et al., 2008). While the bleeding is active, angiography might be helpful with cases in which initial endoscopy failed to show the bleeding source (Katz & Salas., 1993). It should be kept in mind that angiography can not make a diagnose unless there is active bleeding, and therefore, it is of little value. Angiography may also be used therapeutically by gel foam embolisation (Helliwell & Irving, 1981).

In cases where endoscopic therapy is not effective, surgical therapy is necessary. After a gastrotomy and identification of the lesion, the bleeding vessel can be ligated. Furthermore, proximal gastric resection, or a large wedge resection might be performed. Limited wedge resection is most commonly employed surgical procedure (Turan et al., 2008; Ekci et al., 2010; Yanar et al., 2007). During surgery, intra-operative endoscopy might be helpful with the identification of the lesion, thereby unnecessary bowel resection is avoided.

In conclusion, for patients with Dieulafoy’s disease, early diagnosis through emergency endoscopy and endoscopic therapy might be very effective and life saving. But if these techniques are not successful, surgical management should be the treatment choice.
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Endoscopy has had a major impact in the development of modern gastroenterology. By using different data it provided a better understanding of pathogenic mechanisms, described new entities and changed diagnostic and therapeutic strategies. Meanwhile, taking advantage of many technical advances, endoscopy has had a developed spectacularly. Video-endoscopes, magnification, confocal and narrow-band imaging endoscopes, endoscopic ultrasounds and enteroscopes emerged. Moreover, endoscopy has surpassed its function as an examination tool and it became a rapid and efficient therapeutic tool of low invasiveness. InTech Open Access Publisher selected several known names from all continents and countries with different levels of development. Multiple specific points of view, with respect to different origins of the authors were presented together with various topics regarding diagnostic or therapeutic endoscopy. This book represents a valuable tool for formation and continuous medical education in endoscopy considering the performances or technical possibilities in different parts of the world.
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